: The case of applying TTT to the tennis training. The ball in TT time-space moves in synchronization with the movement of the user's body.
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INTRODUCTION
Providing an experience that includes high-speed objects, such as tennis balls, in virtual reality (VR) training environment is difficult. Because of the drawing performance of the display, high-speed objects are perceived as poor visual information more than in reality, such as images in a stroboscope. Problems due to these performance limitations, especially with a head-mounted display (HMD), are known within the VR technology community, and there are many previous studies have investigated their effects and tried to provide a solution for the problems [Freiwald et al. 2018; Tran et al. 2018] . In this case, the faster the object, the more noticeable it becomes, and the harder to perceive correctly. Therefore, if the reproduction and training are performed at the actual speed, training becomes more difficult than real space training due to the low reproduction accuracy.
In this paper, we propose a method that virtually solves this problem by controlling the time-space of the fast-moving objects based on the user's body movement. We call the time-space that proceeds if the body moves as time synchronization method by time distortion (TT) time-space. Without improving the performance of the display, the method facilitates the perception of fast-moving objects by synchronizing the time of those objects with the movement of the body.
For example, if the user stops, the object in the TT time-space also stops. Hence, the user can observe the fast-moving objects, that is in the TT time-space, even if its speed is too fast for the refresh rate of a display. Therefore, in this way, users can determine their next action based on understanding the situation, such as positions of fast-moving objects and one's body movement because the user has time to think as long as they keep pose. This might be important assistance in training, because, for example, in tennis, the ability to predict the position of a ball as soon as possible after the opponent hits it is important. This prediction ability can be acquired with training and is difficult for novices to imitate skilled people. Generally, this ability can be learned in a repeated training process, to understand the correspondence map among the position of the ball, the posture of the opponent, and the own body position. Since the VR training environment is suitable for repetitive practice, such skills can be learned efficiently in the VR training environment. However, as mentioned above, the current VR training environment can not simulate those scene richly.
The purpose of this research was to explore a method for simulating the experience that includes a fast-moving object without improving the performance of the HMD. We investigated the two parameters for realizing TTT, and collect the impression of experience of TTT.
The contributions are the following: 1) We investigated the possibility that the method could virtually simulate the experiences, including objects moving at high speeds, using an HMD. 2) For that method, we explored the mapping parameters of the time between the user's body and the object moving at high speed. 3) we also confirmed that the proposed method has the possibility of providing experiences that are close to actual experiences involving objects moving at high speed.
This research was strongly inspired by the VR game SUPER-HOT 1 , an action game in which users punch and shoot enemies in time-distorted space. The time in that game is perfectly synchronized with the user's movements. When the user moves, then the time proceeds. Our idea was to apply this time synchronization system to physical body movement training, and explore mapping the parameters between the movements in the physical space and the speed of the time in Computer Graphics (CG) space. 1 SUPERHOT: https://superhotgame.com/
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The TTT system is a virtual reality environment and system in which the user can virtually experience an actual environment that includes a fast-moving object. The requirement of the system can be divided into the definition two parameters, "sensitivity" and "resolution". The sensitivity means the threshold that the system judges the user has moved. For example, if the sensitivity is 100 mm, the system will determine that the user has moved if the distance between the previous center of gravity of the user's body and the current center of gravity is more than 100 mm. In case the user's moving distance exceeds the threshold, the time the user has been moving (∆t BO DY ) is calculated based on the moving distance and the speed of the moving object.
The resolution is for syncing the fast-moving objects in the TT time-space with the user's body time-space. The resolution means the degree of the progress of time in CG space with respect to the movement of the body, as is κ in 1. This bodily time resolution was used in the following equation 1:
∆t CG means the displacement of TT time-space and bodily timespace and is calculated by multiplying ∆t BO DY and κ. If the value of κ is 1, the ball moves for 1 s if the user moves for 1 s. Hence, even if the objects are too fast to catch up with visual recognition, the user has the opportunity to try it. However, because the system is not for assisting physical ability virtually, users cannot catch up to a ball that they could not catch up to in actual training.
EVALUATION
By conducting user studies, we investigated the two parameter of TTT, that is the sensitivity and the resolution. Six and Ten participants were recruited the user study, respectively.The preferred sensitivity and resolution were 20 mm and 0.3, respectively. The results of the impression suggest that the proposed method provides the experience close to the experience that trainees actually recognize when practicing sports involving moving objects at high speed.
